
A global blockchain infrastructure 
that empowers humanity

…Built by Africans



Vision
Our vision is to become the largest distributed network 
infrastructure with the most decentralized governance model 
for wealth creation and economic sovereignty for humanity.

Mission
Our mission is to empower humanity across all industry 
sectors, both public and private using blockchain and other 
4th Industrial Revolution (IR) technologies. 



Team*
The Bantu Blockchain Foundation is currently made up of 27 dedicated 
African team members spread across 7 workstreams on 3 continents. 

They are among Africa’s leading blockchain professionals who have 
been in the industry since the early days of blockchain. 

The team members also have decades of professional experience in 
banking and finance, cybersecurity, fintech innovation, compliance, 
law enforcement, governance, business and intellectual property law, 
and large-scale technology infrastructure deployment. 

The team continues to grow every month.

*Team bios and profiles available upon request



Advisors
Our advisory board is made up of CEOs and industry leaders from 
the banking, finance, fintech, regulatory, audit, and blockchain 
technology space.

Abubakar Suleiman
CEO Sterling Bank Plc

Mike Ogbalu III
CEO Verve International

Ada Irikefe
Associate Director
Head of Disruption at PwC Nigeria

David Shin
Head of Asia Pacific - Tezos Foundation

Dr Julius Eka Abia, DBA, M.Eng., CIA, FCCA, CPA
Internal Audit Manager - Wabtec Corporation

Chuta Chimezie
Founder Blockchain Nigeria User Group



Core Tools, Apps and Services*

Core Network

Core Quorum

Expansion API

Network Tools

Dashboard

Laboratory

Explorer

Network Assets

Bantu Network Token (XBN)

Bantu Reward Token (BNR)

Network Applications

BantuPay Wallet

BantuPay API

BantuTalk Forum

*Will be shared during demo
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Target Users, Organizations and Industries

While our infrastructure, apps, and network tools will directly target millions of users, we are 
also able to support and add value to the following organizations and industries.

Banks  and Financial Institutions Governments and Regulators

Supply chain and FMCG industries Healthcare, Educational, Agricultural and 
Transportation services

Remittance and Payment Service Providers Oil, Gas and Energy industries

Developers and Tech Startups Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises



Impact
Bantu will enable a pan-African blockchain market 
infrastructure that unifies the secure issuance, 
trading, settlement, clearing and custody of digital 
assets in all their manifestations and mutations in 
real time, thereby unlocking the capital trapped in 
the informal sectors of the economy which will 
positively impact the GDP of the continent.



Thank You


